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Werkflo Releases Next Gen Regulatory and Audit Software   
   
We are pleased to release Angios for the managed funds market.  
 
“Angios is the next generation in automation and workflow software that is specifically 
designed for managed funds that combines risk, compliance and audit activities into one 
centralised spot,” states David Grey, Managing Director of Werkflo. 
 
Angios offers a real-time solution to meet compliance audits across a fund managers business 
allowing multiple users on the software at any time. Every year fund managers struggle to 
assemble documentation, controls and have potential timing and audit overruns for their 
managed funds.  
 
With no loss of paperwork, real-time delivery, instant dashboards and reports, auditors can 
start your audit any time delivering audit overrun savings to you. Auditors have their own 
(free) portal to sight obligations and evidence they need to give them confidence. 
 
How does Angios work? 
 
Your compliance obligations are ingested into Angios and automatically matched to our task 
engines within seconds. Your compliance duties will display what your operational staff, 
custodian and all other assigned users must provide for compliance. Again, other staff, risk or 
compliance staff can undertake spot checks while auditors can use their portal to review 
everything for assurance. Best of all, all dashboards and reports are displayed in real time – 
no manual collation of data, no risk of missing anything. It is truly a unique and purpose-built 
solution. Aaron Cleavely-Millwood, Head of Sales, states that “Angios sells itself because it 
saves money and time. Best of all, pricing is fixed regardless of a fund’s assets under 
management which allows fund managers to factor Angios in as a cost of managing the fund. 
Win-win,”.  
  
If accuracy, efficiency and cost saving are important to your managed fund, Angios is the 
compliance audit solution for you. Contact us for a demo or visit werkflo.com.au/angios to 
learn more.  
 
For further information, please contact Aaron Cleavely-Millwood a.cleavely-
millwood@werkflo.com.au or call +61 2 9994 8062   
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